
Sherry
The text web assignment asked students to identify connections and patterns among 4 texts of different kinds:  one written text, one visual image, one artifact, and one other text of the student's choice.  They were encouraged to select texts that were connected by theme and time period.

Sherry
One of the learning goals for this course was for students to understand literature as part of a "cultural conversation."  We used this phrase regularly in discussing these papers, and students were urged to view their task as describing the conversation that was going on among their texts.

Sherry
The papers were accompanied by graphic representations of the 4 texts and the relationships between them.  Thus, Justin can simply refer to each text, without having to provide significant introduction.



Sherry
Here, Justin demonstrates an important element of interdisciplinary understanding: the willingness and ability to delve deeper, to look for connections and meanings that are not obvious.



Sherry
While Justin does a nice job of reading meaning into the painting, he doesn't make much use of the painting's details.  On the other hand, he's working on a thematic level, and that level of focus is appropriate for interdisciplinary thinking.

Sherry
At this moment, Justin moves deliberately from discussing a set of related texts to making links between them and -- significantly -- dealing with contradictions between them.

Sherry
Justin was one of the only students in the class to use the concept of interdisciplinarity overtly in his paper.  Others mentioned it, but he uses it substantively to show how his paper exemplefies interdisciplinary analysis and to draw together the texts he discusses.

Sherry 
Overall, Justin's paper shows that he is understanding the idea that different texts may be "in conversation"  and thus connected with each other.  His analysis does not draw on interpretive or content resources from multiple fields, though he does use multiple kinds of texts.  But he demonstrated his understanding of interdisciplinarity by focusing on a theme and by acknowledging that connections are not always obvious, that interdisciplinary analysis requires "digging deeper."




